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N003 paprika

N004 Granite

N002 marine

FA B R I C  S E L E C T I O N S

Straightforward, a dreamer and eclectic: her mind and
soul are a combination of flavours and colours of 
the south of the world - known, loved and lived - 
together with the taste and forms of the West, rich in 
traditions, open and continuously in movement. All of
this produces her untiring curiosity in her search for
matters and materials, forms and structures. In her
search for the present, the past and the future. 
Architect, designer, art director and interior 
designer...

someone 
who doesn't want to design systematically, in order to
be always just a little bit more curious than the others
(in the words of the motivation of the International
Design Award won in Osaka in 1983, first of all)

who wants to be a citizen of the world in order to look
and discover

who is a little bit of an anthropologist

who doesn't want to throw away the past but make it
relive

paola navone

1780/2 nest small sofa  136w  93d  51sh  75h (frame)
53.5”w  36.5”d  20”sh  29.5”h (frame)

1780/3 nest large sofa  205w  93d  51sh  75h (frame)
80.75”w  36.5”d  20”sh  29.5”h (frame)

Each nest sofa comes in 3 carefully selected fabric combinations. 
Fabrics of the highest quality and specification.
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ercol Furniture was founded in 1920 by Lucian Ercolani, a young Italian
furniture designer, in High Wycombe north west of London. We remain
privately owned and managed by the same family with expert 
professional management. We employ 170 people in designing and 
manufacturing furniture of the highest quality in our 16,000 square
metre factory, purpose built for us in 2002.  We work principally in solid
wood, elm, oak, ash, walnut and beech. Our team of designers create
original designs for ercol and work with our craftsmen and women to 
produce our range of cabinet furniture and upholstery. ercol is creating
furniture that is fit for purpose, of good quality and good design built for
the future.
The nest collection of sofas is an intense collaboration between Paola
Navone and the ercol factory and design team.  We have created a
unique and superbly crafted cradle in a frame of beech. Deep soft 
comfort encircled by a sinuous piece of  s team bent beech 
encompassing these gentle cushions.
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